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Introduction
After decades of skepticism that the immune system could be harnessed to kill tumors, new approaches for effectively treating cancer patients have emerged promising in the clinic. For example, patients with melanoma experienced robust antitumor responses after treatment with a combination of antibodies that block co-inhibitory molecules PD-1 and CTLA-4 on exhausted T cells [1] . Advances in gene therapy also show that the patient's T cells can be engineered with a tumor antigen-specific receptor [2] [3] [4] . Adoptive transfer of these engineered T cells into patients with acute lymphocytic leukemia mediated treatment outcomes of record efficacy, resulting in complete remission in ~90 % of children and adult patients [5, 6] . Novel clinical trials also reveal compelling evidence that mutation-reactive CD4 + T cells are capable of mediating tumor regression in a patient with epithelial cancer [7] . Consequently, now even the most cynical folks believe that the body's own immune system can be harnessed to kill tumors. These clinical examples are just some of the reasons why the journal Science Magazine selected cancer immunotherapy as the 2013 "Breakthrough of the Year" [8] .
While there has been success in cancer immunotherapy in the past few years, there exists room for improvement.
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Not all individuals benefit from these approaches. For instance, adoptive cell therapy (ACT)-based clinical trials do not consistently mediate cures in patients with solid tumors, marred by the use of exhausted T cells [9] [10] [11] . A lack of means of developing durable T cell potency has hampered advances in the field. Herein, we highlight recent efforts to generate memory T cells, as these cells are persistent and mount rapid recall responses to tumors. We first review basic properties of memory CD4 + and CD8 + T cells in tumor immunity. We then focus on an emerging memory CD4 + T cell subset with stem cell properties that secretes IL-17A, called Th17 cells. From a clinical perspective, Th17 cells' potential for longevity and self-renewal present hope for mediating prolonged patient responses against tumor recurrence. We discuss ways to manipulate Th17 as well as IL-17-producing CD8 + T cells, termed Tc17 cells, via co-stimulation, cytokines and pharmaceutics to potentiate treatment outcome in patients.
Memory CD8
+ versus CD4 + 
T cells in cancer immunotherapy
Cytotoxic CD8
+ T cells have long been regarded as the ideal cell for ACT, due to their ability to lyse tumors directly. However, as CD8 + T cells are expanded ex vivo to large numbers prior to infusion into patients, they become progressively more differentiated and less effective in vivo. Even though these effector memory CD8 + T cells (denoted by their high CD44 and low CD62L expression) are potent initially, they do not persist and tumors relapse [12] . Stem and central memory CD8 lymphocytes, which are antigen experienced, yet less differentiated, than effector memory CD8 + T cells, have emerged more efficacious and persistent in clinically relevant mouse models and in human clinical trials, as discussed elsewhere [13] [14] [15] [16] . Although CD8 + T cells are important in mounting immunity to tumors, it has been shown in clinical trials that they are not always effective when infused alone into patients with melanoma. One reason for this poor outcome by CD8 + T cells is that the tumor finds ways to hide from the T cells. Specifically, it is well appreciated that CD8 + T cells recognize tumor endogenous antigens in the context of MHC class I, which are downregulated due to genetic instability and heterogeneity of tumor cells. This phenomenon impairs CD8 + T cell-mediated recognition of tumors [17] . Thus, although CD8 + T cells are the "frontline" defenders against the transformed cell, it seems they are not always able to protect the host for tumor relapse. Some evidence suggests that CD4 + T cells (along with CD8 + T cells) are promising, as they are able to coordinate with and sustain the rest of the immune system to attack the tumor. Helper CD4 + T cells recognize MHC class II on DCs, and tumors are inherently equipped to engage the entire immune system to fight against tumors long term, thus rendering them appealing for next-generation clinical trials. There has been increased enthusiasm for the use of personalized CD4 + T cells for the adoptive immunotherapy of cancer, due to their promise in a recent clinical trial. In this trial, Tran and co-workers used whole-exome sequencing-based approach to reveal that tumor-infiltrating lymphocytes from a patient with metastatic cholangiocarcinoma contained CD4
+ Th1 cells recognize a mutation in erbb2 interacting protein expressed by the cancer. After the transfer of TIL containing about 25 % mutation-specific Th1 cells, the patient achieved prolonged disease stabilization. After tumor progression, the patient was retreated with ~95 % of their mutationreactive Th1 cells. The patient again experienced tumor regression, underscoring that a CD4 + T cell response against a mutated tumor antigen can mediate regression of a metastatic epithelial cancer [7, 18] . One classic way that helper CD4 + T cells contribute to anticancer immunity is by producing effector cytokines. In preclinical models, it has been shown that the cytokines produced by CD4 + T cells can mediate the recruitment of cytotoxic CD8 + T cells, as well as attracting neutrophils and NK cells to the tumor [17] . Further evidence shows that CD4 + T cells can directly lyse tumors upon transfer into the host [17, 19] . Collectively, these data uncover that CD4 + T cells have unrealized potential to kill tumors, perhaps by circumventing some limitations that render CD8 + T cells ineffective long term.
T helper subsets in tumor immunity
Naïve CD4 + T cells differentiate into distinct subsets and elicit either immune rejection or suppression of tumors [20] . Depending on the signaling cues that naïve CD4 + lymphocytes receive during activation, they can induce distinct transcriptional factors that impact their fate [21] . Depending on the cytokines and co-stimulatory/co-inhibitory cues received, CD4 + T cells differentiate into one of several subsets, including Th1, Th2, Th9, Th17, Th22, TFH and regulatory T cells (Treg) [22] [23] [24] , as depicted in Fig. 1 .
Nearly 30 years ago, two helper CD4 subsets were defined: Th1 cells that secrete interferon gamma (IFN-γ) promote cell-mediated immunity, while Th2 cells that produce interleukin 4 (IL-4) support humoral immunity [25] . Both subsets augment, while Treg cells dampen antitumor CD8
+ T cell activity [25] [26] [27] [28] [29] . Twenty years after the identification of Th1 and Th2 subsets, a third and distinct helper subset classified by its ability to secrete IL-17A, called Th17 cells, was discovered [30] and has shed tremendous light on the role of Th17 biology in autoimmunity and in tumor immunity [31] . At least in the context of murine cells, CD8 + T cells have been found to skew to a Tc1, Tc2 or Tc17 phenotype as well [32, 33] .
Th17 cells contribute to autoimmunity, while their role in tumor immunity remains partly elucidated [34] . Some reports show that Th17 cells eradicate tumors, while others reveal that they promote tumor growth [35] . Recent work has provided insight into the conflicting roles of Th17 functions in tumor immunity and has shown that Th17 fate is regulated by many factors, including the stimuli to which they are exposed to during activation, including TCR signal strength, intestinal bacterial antigens, co-stimulation/co-inhibition and cytokines [36] [37] [38] [39] as well as the tumor microenvironment and the context of the therapeutic intervention [31, 40] . Understanding the cues that control Th17 responses in the tumor is important for advancing the field. Herein, we discuss the role of Th17 and Tc17 in ACT, which have shown potential in murine and humanized ACT mouse models of cancer.
Th17 cell function, phenotype and plasticity
Naïve CD4
+ T cells undergo differentiation into specific subsets via distinct cytokines. How particular cytokines influence their differentiation toward various subsets is in Fig. 1 and described elsewhere [20, 23] . Briefly, CD4 + T cells differentiate into a Th1 phenotype via IL-12 and into a Th17 phenotype via TGF-β and IL-6 [41] . IL-23 maintains Th17 proliferation and function long term [42] . The Kuchroo laboratory reported that IL-23-induced TGF-β3 promotes pathogenic Th17 cells in autoimmunity, as indicated by their gene expression of Tbx21, RORC, ICOS, IL-23R, IL-7R and more [43] . How driving Th17 cells toward a regulatory versus pathogenic profile impacts their ability to kill tumors is under investigation, and the level and amount of certain cytokines have clearly been shown to impact their ability to survive, function and regress tumors in ACT models [38, 44, 45] , as discussed later in this review.
Traditionally, Th17 cells have been characterized by their capacity to secrete IL-17A, IL-17F, IL-22 and CCL20 [46] [47] [48] . Master transcription factors retinoic acid-related orphan receptor (ROR)γt, RORα and interferon regulatory factor 4 (IRF4) [49] [50] [51] [52] [53] control Th17 cell development and function. IL-23 supports Th17 generation and was found to induce the expression of runt-related transcription factor 1 and 3 (RUNX1 and RUNX3) [54] . RUNX1 and RUNX3 promote Th17 differentiation by enhancing RORγt expression [55] . Th17 cells can be detected in humans, as they express heightened levels of various extracellular proteins on their cell surface. These markers include chemokine receptor 6 (CCR6), the inducible co-stimulator (ICOS), IL-23 receptor (IL-23R), CD146 (MCAM) and ectoenzyme CD26. These Th17 markers have not only helped investigators discern them from other subsets [56] [57] [58] [59] , but helped investigators determine their phenotype and role in various diseases. Human Th17 cells are mainly effector memory lymphocytes with a small population of central memory cells. Human Th17 cells express high CD45RO, low CD45RA and low/intermediate amounts of CCR7 and CD62L [60] .
Not only do Th17 cells possess a differentiated phenotype, but they can convert into a Th1-like lineage over time-denoted by their ability to switch from mainly IL-17A producers to IFN-γ producers and/or IFN-γ/IL-17A double producers over time. This process is known as plasticity [61] . Th17 plasticity can hamper an investigator's ability to discriminate Th17 from Th1 cells. Alas, the surface marker lectin-like receptor CD161 can be used to distinguish these subsets [62] . Th17 cell precursors can be detected by the expression of CD161 on T cells from cord blood, and these cells secrete IL-17A when activated in the presence of TGF-β and IL-23. Conversely, when Th17 cells are exposed to IL-12, they convert into a hybrid T cell phenotype that co-produces IFN-γ and IL-17A and expresses RORγt, T-bet and CD161. IL-12 not only induces T-bet but also represses histone markers in the RORγt locus [63] . T-bet then interacts with RUNX1 or RUNX3 to disrupt their interaction with RORγt [54] . In the presence of IL-12, RUNX1 binds to the IFN-γ promoter. T-bet and RUNX1 activation is needed for the maximum secretion of IFN-γ by Th17 cells. In the presence of Th17-promoting cytokines and at low RUNX1 levels, the Th17 phenotype is retained and mainly secretes IL-17A. Depending on the level of RUNX1 and inflammatory cytokines, the formation of the RUNX1/T-bet complex in Th17 cells leads to the generation of IFN-γ + IL-17A + T cell independent of RORγt expression [54] . Continued exposure of Th17 cells to IL-12 forces them to a Th1 phenotype that no longer secretes IL-17A, and these cells, coined "non-classic Th1 cells," are different from classic Th1 cells by their RUNX1/3 and CD161 expression.
Although it is clear that there exists a significant difference in the function, transcription and phenotype of non-classic and classic Th1 cells, it remains elusive how these distinct cells regulate tumor immunity. It is likely that investigators will define their distinct roles in cancer immunotherapy in the near future.
The distribution of Th17 cells in the body
Th17 cells rarely reside in the peripheral blood of cancer patients, but are slightly more abundant in the tumor [64] [65] [66] [67] . Th17 cells impair immune surveillance and promote tumor growth in mice and humans [68, 69] . The protumorigenic properties of Th17 cells are not discussed in this review, but can be found elsewhere [20] . In other instances, Th17 cells mediate potent antitumor responses in mice with tumors to a greater extent than Th1 cells (often thought to be the ideal subset for tumor immunity) [70, 71] . Those intriguing studies involved an ACT approach, which comprised of ex vivo expanding Th17 cells to large numbers (these Th17 cells expressed a T cell receptor (TCR) or chimeric antigen receptor (CAR) that recognizes tumor antigens, such as tyrosinase and mesothelin) [70] . This approach suggests that ACT trials utilizing Th17 cells would be promising in human patients. Improving the persistence and antitumor activity of Th17 cells and their influence on other immune cells via various cues is discussed below.
Factors and pharmaceutics that regulate antitumor Th17 cell properties
Many factors regulate Th17 cells in the tumor. These factors include: (1) the source of the Th17 cells (arising naturally via tumor growth or transferred following ex vivo manipulation); (2) the functional phenotype of the cells driven by particular cytokines (effector or regulatory); and/ or (3) exposure to distinct therapeutic interventions (such as chemotherapy, ACT or checkpoint modulators) [20, 37, [72] [73] [74] . Defining how Th17 cells regulate immune responses in the context of these factors, as well as how these factors impact patient survival, is of profound interest to the field. Curiously, Th17 cells possess either regulatory or inflammatory properties depending on the stimuli they encounter [75, 76] . This property may explain why Th17 cells mediate antitumor activity in some experimental regimens but foster tumor growth in other situations. One explanation for the provocative nature of Th17 cells in tumor immunity could be that different tumor types promote Th17 cells with distinct fates. Indeed, the high number of Th17 cells that infiltrate tumors in patients with colon cancer correlates with poor prognosis [77] . Conversely, improved survival is associated with more Th17 cells in ovarian cancer patients [78] [79] [80] [81] [82] . These contrasting findings make it difficult to ascribe if Th17 cells are good or bad in cancer progression. Yet, there is still more to consider: how tumors regulate downstream signaling pathways in Th17 cells might also impact their survival in vivo. Indeed, natural versus induced Th17 cells differentially regulate Akt and mTOR pathways [83] . The role of Akt is particularly relevant given recent developments that pharmacologic inhibition of the serine/threonine Akt pathway augments antiviral memory CD8 + T cells in vivo [84] . In the context of adoptive immunotherapy, pharmacologic inhibition of Akt was found to enable the expansion of tumor-infiltrating lymphocytes (TILs) with the transcriptional, metabolic and functional properties characteristic of memory T cells. Akt inhibition enhanced the persistence and antitumor activity of TIL after infusion into lymphodepleted mice with melanoma [69] . Although it is clear that pharmacologic Akt inhibition enhances the persistence of antitumor CD8 + T cells, it remains unexplored how these pathways influence Th17 cells in tumor immunity in mice and humans. On that same note, it remains unexplored how other commonly used pharmaceutics, such as histone deacetylase (HDAC) inhibitors (found to modulate IL-6-dependent CD4 + T cell polarization [85] ), will regulate the disease pathogenesis of distinct malignancies. We predict that these questions will be resolved soon and manifest discoveries that allow the field to create new ways to generate potent cellular products.
Memory CD8 + T cell and Th17 cell responses to tumors
Large numbers of naturally arising tumor-infiltrating lymphocytes (TILs) or TCR-engineered T lymphocytes have been generated to treat patients with melanoma at a few distinct institutes around the world. Aside from melanoma, and until recently, it has been challenging to generate T cells against other malignancies that recognize and kill tumors. Alas, engineering T cells to express antigen receptors (e.g., TCRs or CARs) against a particular malignancy has broadened the utility of ACT to treat patients beyond melanoma. Using this approach, translational T cell therapy groups have now treated patients with synovial cell sarcoma, cervical cancer, chronic/acute lymphocytic leukemia, multiple myeloma as well as epithelial carcinomas [5, [86] [87] [88] [89] . Besides hematological cancers, most ACTbased clinical trials have not reached their full potential, marred by the use of short-lived lymphocytes [11] . Consequently, there is a need to generate clinical-grade T cell product with durable memory responses to immunosuppressive tumors. In the past few years, it has become clear that infused Th17 cells display persistence and the ability to drive rapid responses to aggressive malignancies in vivo [90] . Although transferred Th17 cells have not been used in the clinic, preclinical data imply that they might be ideal for cellular therapy. Our understanding of memory has been informed from studies of CD8 + T cells in infectious disease and cancer models. Thus, below, we review memory CD8 + T cell subsets (e.g., naïve, stem, central and effector) in tumor immunity and then reflect on these discoveries with CD8 + T cells with the objective of improving the antitumor properties of memory CD4 + T cells in cancer immunotherapy [91, 92] .
Upon antigen recognition, T cells undergo clonal expansion followed by a contraction phase and the development of memory [93] . CD8 + T cells can acquire central memory qualities upon in vitro culture with IL-15; these cells possess potent antitumor activity in vivo compared to effector memory cells [94, 95] . Memory CD8 + T cells with stem cell memory properties, generated in vitro, destroy tumor even more effectively than central memory cells [13] . The prominent feature of these CD8 + T cells seems to be that the younger their phenotype, the more potent their potential antitumor response [96, 97] . The ability of CD4 + T cell subsets to persist with young phenotypes and consequently better protect the host for cancer is less understood.
Th17 cells possess a high proliferative potential upon antigenic re-encounter in vivo compared to their Th1 counterparts [90] . The finding that Th17 persists in vivo was unexpected given that they express extracellular markers of an effector memory phenotype in vitro (e.g., low CD62L and CCR7 and high CD44 levels). Yet, Th17 cells masqueraded as terminally differentiated effectors in vitro. However, once infused, Th17 cells unregulated CD62L and CCR7 in vivo, phenotypic of a less differentiated cell. Lef1 and Tcf7 (genes in the Wnt/β-catenin pathway) were expressed on Th17 cells to a greater extent than Th1 cells [90] . Th17 cells also converted into Th1-like progeny in vivo and possessed a self-renewing capacity. Dual functions were needed for Th17 cell-mediated tumor destruction because cells deficient in IFN-γ or IL-17A had impaired antitumor activity in vivo. Thus, in vivo Th17 cells are durable, polyfunctional and possess robust recall responses to cancers, all hallmarks of a CD4 + T lymphocyte with stemness.
Likewise, human Th17 cells display durable memory [60] . When transferred into xenograft mice, Th17 cells mediated antitumor immunity and persisted in vivo. These cells expressed antiapoptotic genes and were resistant to activation-induced cell death [98] . The molecular pathways associated with memory Th17 cells are attractive targets to augment cancer therapies. Investigators are devising clever ways to generate durable T cells to promote curative responses in patients. It is likely that human Th17 cells will be promising in the clinic, and they induce cytotoxic CD8 + T cells to traffic to and ablate tumor growth, as discussed below.
Do Th17 cells need CD8
+ cells? 
The Treg/Th17 paradigm in tumor immunity
Treg cells suppress tumor immunity. In contrast to Treg cells, Th17 cells potentiate antitumor immune responses in ACT. Yet, there is a close relationship between Treg and Th17 cells due to their common need for cytokine IL-2 [100] [101] [102] . IL-2 signaling exerts opposing effects on Th17 and Treg cells in the tumor [67] . IL-2 has been reported to augment Th17 cell generation, which dampens Treg function in the tumor. These findings suggest that infused Th17 cells might reduce the Treg numbers in the host; abrogation of Treg suppression (via host preconditioning with chemotherapy and/or radiotherapy) offers one explanation for why the therapeutic outcome in Th17 treated mice is effective [37, 90] . Alternatively, it is possible that Treg cells require IL-2 for their in vivo maintenance and outcompete other subsets for this cytokine via a high-affinity IL-2 receptor alpha. Thus, it is conceivable that Treg cells impair Th17 persistence by depriving them of IL-2. Instead, given that IL-2 impairs Th17 differentiation, Treg cells may paradoxically support Th17 engraftment by acting as a IL-2 sink [103] . Consequently, host Treg depletion would impair Th17 longevity in vivo. Experiments that deplete Treg in mice would shed light on Th17-Treg paradigm in tumor immunity.
Exploiting antitumor Th17 and Tc17 cells in the clinic
Clinical trials with ACT primarily use bulk T cells, derived from TILs or gene-engineered lymphocytes to treat cancer patients. In these trials, T cells are expanded with IL-2 and a CD3 agonist (i.e., OKT3) or are expanded with magnetic beads coated with CD3 and CD28 agonists [104, 105] . Th17 cells have not been used in the clinic, but gene therapy now permits the opportunity to redirect these cells to treat a broad range of malignancies [2, [106] [107] [108] [109] [110] . This approach could avoid the use of exhausted T cells [11, 12] . Such therapies would exploit cytokines and co-stimulatory molecules reported to potentiate antitumor Th17 cell quality. Below, we discuss the emerging roles of host preconditioning, pro-inflammatory cytokines IL-12 and IL-23, and co-stimulation in regulating the antitumor activity of Th17 and Tc17 cells in vivo.
ICOS versus CD28 co-stimulation on Th17 cells
Th17 cells require two signals to be activated: The first signal is antigen specific ("signal 1") and involves TCRdependent recognition of peptide presented by MHC II on antigen-presenting cells and the second signal is co-stimulation ("signal 2") provided by molecules in the B7-CD28/ TNF receptor superfamily [111, 112] . Immunologists often use CD28 to study Th17 cell biology. Yet, CD28 signaling was found to suppress the generation of human Th17 cells [37] . Conversely, ICOS was critical for their generation. ICOS induced RORγt and T-bet expression in Th17 cells, leading to their robust capacity to secrete IL-17A and IFN-γ compared to CD28-stimulated Th17 cells, as shown in Fig. 2 . Importantly, ICOS promoted the robust antitumor activity of CAR positive Th17 cells after transfer into mice bearing established human tumors superior to infusion of those expanded with CD28. In tumor models with murine Th17 cells, IFN-γ and IL-17A were essential for Th17-mediated regression of tumor, as antibody blockade of IFN-γ or IL-17A abrogated their effectiveness [70, 90] . More work is needed to determine the role of IL-17A, IFN-γ and other cytokines produced by ICOS-activated human Th17 cells in the regression tumors in vivo, and this information can be used to design T cell-based clinical trials for cancer.
ICOStomizing Th17/Tc17 cells with CARs
Ligating Th17 cells with an ICOS agonist ex vivo enhanced their capacity to kill tumors in vivo. Thus, the question arises: Does including ICOS signaling into a 1 3
CAR construct improve the antitumor activity of T cell in vivo? The idea of including ICOS [113, 114] in CARs is interesting as most constructs use CD28 or 41BB intracellular domains in third-generation CARs containing the CD3ζ chain (Fig. 3) . Comparative analysis of the three different constructs of CAR containing (with CD3ζ) CD28, ICOS or 4-1BB revealed, as expected, that only ICOS signaling enhanced IL-17A, IL-17F, IL-22 and IFN-γ production by T cells when cultured with antigenpositive cancers. This work further supports the original finding that ICOS generates Th1/Th17 cells [37] . ICOS-CAR Th17-polarized cells did not regress human tumors to a greater extent than Th17 cells engineered with CD28 or 4-1BB-CAR. Yet, ICOS-CAR Th17 cells persisted better than CD28-CAR or 4-1BB-CAR Th17 cells. These data might suggest that CD3/ICOS stimulation with beads used at the beginning of the culture is sufficient to generate durable human antitumor Th17 cells (regardless of the CAR/co-signal used to engineer them). This interpretation is possible as cord blood Th17 cells stimulated with ICOS were found to retain their original functional characteristics when first stimulated with a CD28. Regardless, it is interesting that continued ICOS signaling imparted by the ICOS-CAR increased Th17 persistence, a feature associated with favorable outcome in cancer patients.
To bypass programming with many cytokines (such as TGF-β, IL-6, IL-21, IL-23, anti-IL-2, anti-IFN-γ and anti-IL-4, see Fig. 1 ), it might be rational to sort out bona fide Th17 cells via extracellular markers (e.g., CCR6, CD26) from the peripheral blood of patients rather than cytokine programming them. Indeed, Th17 cells can comprise ~8-20 % of the CD4 + T cell population. Sorted Th17 cells could then be engineered with an ICOS-CAR to maintain their characteristics long term. This sorting approach could be attractive given that T cell cultures from cancer patients might be biased mainly to a Treg or Th1 phenotype resistant to skewing to a Th17 phenotype compared to lymphocytes obtained from a healthy donor.
Gene array data revealed that ICOS-based CARs induced higher expression of IL-1 receptor (IL-1R) and NCS1 (neuronal calcium sensor-1) on Th17 cells than those engineered with CD28-or 41BB-based CARs [115] . This finding is interesting given that the IL-1 receptor (IL-1R)/ Toll-like receptor (TLR) superfamily plays an essential role in the regulation of inflammatory responses and was found to support Th17 differentiation and commitment [116] . How ICOS signaling induces this receptor and how IL-1β and/or TLR agonists regulate Th17 cells in lymphodepleted host, where these microbial signals are exacerbated [117] , will be important to investigate. Likewise, it is compelling that NCS-1 is expressed in ICOS-CAR Th17 cells, as calcium signaling is essential for induction of nuclear orphan receptor pathways to drive Th17 differentiation [118] . Thus, pharmaceutical reagents that modulate the calcium channel may be considered for the development of therapeutic agents to regulate cancer immunotherapy [119] .
Finally, it is worth contemplating the finding that ICOS-CAR supports the generation of human CD4 + Th17 cells to a greater degree than human CD8 + Tc17 cells, while 41BB-CAR supported CD8 + Tc17 cells over CD4 + Th17 cells. These new data might imply that different co-signaling domains in CARs differentially regulate the fate of human CD4
+ and CD8 + T cells in clinical trials, a consequence which remains unclear in the patient's treatment outcome. However, this interpretation should be critically evaluated, particularly given that these CAR/co-stimulation experiments were conducted in NSG mice, where it is hard to clearly interpret the interplay between human lymphocytes with other immune cells (which are murine cells) in vivo. Tc17 cells expressed less CXCR3 and more suppressive ectoenzyme CD39 on their cell surface than WT Tc17 cells [120] , which may have compromised their capacity to traffic to and activate in the tumor. This work has implications for the design of T cellbased cancer therapies, as it shows for the first time that ICOS signaling improves Tc17 persistence and function via inducing cytokine receptors and other molecules known to help them survive or traffic to the tumor. [45] . These data show that chemotherapy/TBI bolsters antitumor Th17 activity via IL-12 signaling.
ICOS co-stimulation augments antitumor Tc17 cells
CD28-CAR ICOS-CAR ICOS/OX40-CAR
Along with IL-12, it has been reported that the dose of TGF-β, IL-1β, IL-23 and IL-2 used to program CD4 + T cells to a Th17 phenotype can distinctly regulate their functional fate and capacity to regress tumors [38, 44, 45] . These findings underscore that small changes to cytokines, co-stimulation and pharmaceutical reagents in the Th17 culture can have unforeseen consequences in shaping memory responses to tumors. Understanding how to exploit these cues to augment antitumor Th17 cells is important and is being actively investigated in the field.
Conclusions
Although there has been success in the field of cancer immunotherapy, there exists the need for improvement. Not all patients respond to immunotherapy or some patients experience short-lived responses. In this review, we highlighted recent efforts to generate memory T cells that persist and mount potent antitumor immunity in vivo. Central and stem memory CD8 + T cells have shown promise for enhancing tumor immunity and can be generated using drugs that manipulate the Wnt/β-catenin or PI3 kinase pathway [15, 69, 121, 122] . Th17 cells have also been reported to eradicate large tumors [70] , yet it remains unexplored how pharmaceutically manipulating Th17 cells with PI3 kinase or glycolytic inhibitors will impact their fate. From a clinical standpoint, the potential for durable memory Th17 cells presents excitement in the field. Th17 and Tc17 cell products can be generated via various cues, including distinct co-stimulation and cytokines. All of these manipulations appear to generate cell products that persist in the host. Although Th17/Tc17 cells have been defined to possess stemness properties due to the expression of genes in the Wnt/β-catenin signal pathway, this quality has not been tested formally via serial transfer experiments to see if only one cell can repopulate itself and give rise to other T cell progeny. Using serial transfer of one cell to confidently declare stemness was first executed in an infectious disease model, where the investigators elegantly showed that CD8 + lymphocytes that express high levels of CD62L on their cell surface have stemness-as the transfer of single CD62L + but not CD62L − T cell could repopulate and protect another host from infection long term [123] . Given that Th17 cells express nominal CD62L, it is logical to argue that Th17 cells, in contrast to central memory CD8 + T cells, do not have stemness. However, this conclusion is questionable given that Th17 cells persist in vivo better than Th1 cells (which express more CD62L). Thus, it will be important to perform serial transfer experiments with one (or more) Th17 versus Th1 cells to address the potential of CD4 + subsets to reconstitute and protect the host from tumor challenge. Indeed, more knowledge of the mechanisms regulating the antitumor responses in Th17 and Tc17 cells via these distinct signals is warranted to create safe yet potent vaccine and cellular therapies for patients with cancer.
